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It’s all about performance, and user expectations are increasing.

A positive user experience is critical to stay competitive in the market-

place while lowering the risk of lost sales for your organization.

Did you know that organizations are losing nearly twice as much revenue

due to Internet performance compared to availability?*

AlertSite’s On-Demand Load Testing enables you to ensure that your

website and Internet applications are ready to handle user demand at any

time. Test your URLs on a pay-as-you-go, self-service basis and receive

detailed test results, typically within 24 hours. 

Simulate thousands of virtual users

AlertSite’s testing environment can simulate large numbers of virtual

users in four geographic regions throughout the world. Our flexible

solution uses both dedicated in-house and cloud-based systems to 

bring you a comprehensive load test solution.

*TRAC Research Webinar by Bojan Simic, Principal Analyst

Test your website
at any time.

Simulate peak load.

Create your own
testing scripts.

Identify options
for tuning your
applications.

Leverage cloud
testing.
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Fast, simple and cost-effective
Whether you are launching a new application, introduc-
ing new functionality or managing usage during peak
periods, our solution provides you with an easily
accessible load test solution. 

Scripts are created using DéjàClick, AlertSite’s unique,
true-to-life Web transaction monitor. You specify the
URLs you want tested, the length of time the test will
run and the number of concurrent users you want to
simulate for a given test. It’s that simple. 

Perform load testing on your schedule
There is no need to schedule URL tests in advance.
Create, test and revise scripts on the fly—our service is
available whenever you need to test the scalability of
your web pages. Scripted transaction tests can be
validated and executed in as little as 24 hours.

Obtain fast, clear results simulating any 
number of users
On-Demand reports deliver intuitive charts and the
detailed data you need to verify that your applications
are performing seamlessly under any specified load.
Your test results will include:

• Load curves for page response times
• Transaction times 
• Application stability data
• Identification of bottlenecks 
• Web page/application tuning opportunities

Access unparalleled service and support
AlertSite is a leading provider of solutions that improve
the web experience to ensure a customer’s critical
Web-based services are always available and running
at peak performance. AlertSite’s products are scalable
to benefit both large and small organizations.

Enjoy 24/7 global monitoring
Founded in 1998, AlertSite maintains 65+ global
monitoring stations in high availability data centers
on six continents. Our global network monitors the
availability and performance of your website, web-
based applications and transactions wherever they are
operating around the world. 

Talk with proven performance advisors
AlertSite performance advisors provide the industry’s
most responsive customer service, making sure
that your systems and infrastructure are operating
optimally and securely. These highly trained technical
experts are always available live from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00
p.m. Eastern, Monday through Friday.
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Optimize your web
performance.

See how critical
applications handle
heavy traffic. 

Find your website’s
problems…before
your customers do.


